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We introduce modules over a ring and homomorphisms of modules.
Furthermore we study kernels and quotients and give basic
properties. We also look at direct sums and products of modules,
and how they are related.

4.1-4.2
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Definition (Modules)

Let A be a ring. A module over A, or an A-module is an abelian
group M with a linear action of the ring A. The action is specified
by a map A⇥M !M, written (a,m) 7! am, such that

i) a(m+m0) = am+am0,

ii) (a+a0)m = am+a0m,

iii) a(a0m) = (aa0)m,

iv) 1 ·m =m.

where a,a0 2 A and m,m0 2M.
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Example

⇤ Ideals a⇢ A and quotients A/a are A-modules.

⇤ A direct sum of copies of A; �A is an A-module.

⇤ Abelian groups are Z�modules.
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Definition (Homomorphism of modules)

Let A be a ring and M and N two A-modules. An A-module
homomorphism f :M ! N is just an A-linear map, i.e. a
homomorphism of abelian groups and such that

f(am) = af(m)

The set of A-module homomorphism M ! N is denoted
HomA(M,N). In particular, for N =M we write
HomA(M,M) = EndA(M).
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Lemma

The set HomA(M,N) has a natural structure as an A-module, given
by (af)(m) = af(m).

Proof. It is easily seen that HomA(M,N) is an abelian group. In addition
we have

(af)(bm) = af(bm) = abf(m) = baf(m) = b(af)(m)
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Definition (Alternative, Modules)

Let A be a ring. An A-module is an abelian group M together with
a ring homomorphism

r : A! EndA(M)

where the relation to the original definition is given by
am = r(a)(m).

Notice that a(bm) = (ab)m corresponds to f(a)f(b) = f(ab) and
1 ·m =m corresponds to f(1) = 1.
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The module HomA(M,N) depends functorially on both variables M
and N, contravariant in the first variable and covariant in the
second variable. In fact we have, for three A-modules M, N and L
and an A-linear map a : N ! L;

a⇤ : HomA(M,N)! HomA(M,L)

given by a⇤(f) = a �f , and for b : L! N

b ⇤ : HomA(N,M)! HomA(L,M)

given by b ⇤(y) = y �b .
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M
f
//

a⇤(f)
  

N

a
✏✏

L

HomA(M,�) : {a : N ! L} 7! {a⇤ : HomA(M,N)! HomA(M,L)}

L
b ⇤(y)

  

b
✏✏

N y
// M

HomA(�,M) : {b : L! N} 7! {b ⇤ : HomA(N,M)! HomA(L,M)}
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Definition

a) A submodule N of an A-module M is a subgroup of M closed
under the action of A.

b) The submodules of M form a partially ordered set under
inclusion, denoted I (M).

Definition

For two A-modules N ✓M we define the quotient M/N as the
quotient abelian group with the natural induces A-action.
The quotient comes together with a natural A-linear map
p :M !M/N.
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Example

⇤ Ideals a⇢ A are submodules of A, in fact all submodules of A
are ideals..

⇤ Let a⇢ A be an ideal and M an A-module. The subset aM is a
submodule of M.

⇤ Let a⇢ A be an ideal and M an A-module. The set (0 : a)M of
all elements of M annihilated by all members of a is a
submodule of M.
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Proposition (Universal property of quotients)

Let N be a submodule of the A-module M. The quotient map
p :M !M/N enjoys the following universal property; For every
A-module homomorphism f :M ! L with N ⇢ ker(f), there exists
a unique A-linear map y :M/N ! L so that f = y �p.

M/N

9!y
✏✏

ker(f) �
�

// M
f

//

p
==

L

N

<<

?�

OO
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Corollary (The first isomorphism theorem)

A surjective A-linear map f :M ! N induces an isomorphism
M/ker(f)' N

M
f

$$

✏✏

M/ker(f) ' // N
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Proposition

Let p :M !M/N be the quotient map. The ”inverse-image-map”

p�1 : I (M/N)!I (M)

that sends a submodule N ✓ L✓M to p�1(L), is a one-to-one
correspondence between submodules of M containing N and
submodules of M/N. It respects inclusions, arbitrary intersections
and arbitrary sums.
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Proposition (The second isomorphism theorem)

If N and N 0 are two submodules of M, there are canonical
isomorphisms where in the second one assumes that N 0 ⇢ N:

i) (N+N 0)/N 0 ' N/N \N 0;
ii) (M/N 0)/(N/N 0)'M/N.

Proof. [of i)] The composite map

N ! N+N 0 ! (N+N 0)/N 0

is surjective since n+n0 ⌘ n (modN 0), The kernel is all n 2 N which is

also a member of N 0, i.e. N \N 0.
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Proposition

Every A-module homomorphism f :M ! N has a kernel, an image
and a cokernel.

Example

For a cyclic module M =mA we have a defining homomorphism;
f : A!M given by a 7!ma. The kernel of f is the ideal
(submodule of A) Ann(M) and the image is the whole cyclic module,
i.e. the map is surjective and the cokernel vanish.

If a is an ideal in A we have the restricted map f : a!mA. Now
the kernel is the intersection Ann(M)\a and the cokernel is the
quotient mA/ma.
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Some properties of modules:

i) \i2INi of an arbitrary set of submodules is the largest
submodule contained in all Ni .

ii) Âi2I Ni consisting of all finite sums of elements of the Ni ’s. It
is the smallest submodule containing all Ni .

iii) A module M =mA generated by a single element m 2M is
called a cyclic module.

iv) Let N ✓M. Then the set

(N :M) = {x 2 A |xM ⇢ N}

is an ideal in A.

v) The ideal Ann(M) = (0 :M) is called the annihilator of a
module M.
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Definition

Let {Mi}i2I be a collection of A-modules. The direct product of
the modules, denoted

’
i2I

Mi = {(mi )i2I |mi 2Mi}

is the set of tuples, indexed by I .

Definition

Let {Mi}i2I be a collection of A-modules. The direct sum of the
modules, denoted

M

i2I
Mi = {(mi )i2I |mi 2Mi}

is the set of tuples, indexed by I , with only a finite number of
non-zero components.
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Proposition

There are canonical isomorphisms

i) HomA(
L

i2I
Mi ,N)' ’

i2I
HomA(Mi ,N);

ii) HomA(N, ’
i2I

Mi )' ’
i2I

HomA(N,Mi ).

Notice that for finite families the two definitions (sum and product)
agree.
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Definition

Let A=�i2ZAi be a graded ring. A graded module over A is an
A-module M which decomposes as M =�i2ZMi such that
AiMj ⇢Mi+j .

Definition (Shift operator)

Let M =�Mi be a graded A-module. For any m 2 Z the shifted
module M(m) is the graded module where

M(m)d =Mm+d

Example

Let A= k[x ] and M = A as a module over itself. Then Mn = k · xn.
For the shifted module M(�2) we have M(�2)n = k · xn�2.
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Proposition (Idempotents and direct sums)

Let M be an A-module.

i) If e is an idempotent endomorphism of M, then M decomposes
as the direct sum M = ime� kere;

ii) When e is an idempotent endomorphism of M, one has
ime = eM and kere = (IdM � e)M;

i) A submodule N of M lies split if and only if there is an
idempotent endomorphism e : M !M with ime = N.

(Note that IdM � e is idempotent precisely when e is, so the two
appear in a completely symmetric way in the proposition.)
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Proof.

i) Suppose that e is an idempotent endomorphism of M. We claim that
M = ime�kere. Indeed, it holds true that x = (x� e(x))+ e(x).
Obviously e(x) lies in ime and x� e(x) lies in the kernel kere
because e is idempotent:

e(x� e(x)) = e(x)� e2(x) = e(x)� e(x) = 0.

On the other hand, ime \kere = 0 since if x = e(y) lies in kere, it
holds that 0 = e(x) = e2(y) = e(y) = x .

ii) If e(x) = 0, then x� e(x) = x so that kere ⇢ (IdM � e)M, the other
inclusion already being taken care of.

iii) Suppose that M = N�N 0. Let p : M ! N and i : N !M be
respectively the projection and the inclusion map. Then p � i = IdN .
Putting e = i �p we find

e2 = (i �p)� (i �p) = i � (p � i)�p = i �p = e,
and it follows that kere = N and ime =M.
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We study finitely generated modules, leading up to Nakayama’s
lemma. Then we introduce exact sequences.

4.3-4.6, 5.1
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The A-module M is finitely generated if there is a finite set of
elements, m1, . . . ,mr 2M such that each m 2M can be expressed
as a linear combination m = Âi aimi .

Example

We give an example of a module which is not finitely generated:

Consider the Z-module B = Z[p�1] for some natural number p. Let
Bi = Z ·p�i . Then there is an ascending sequence of submodules

· · ·✓ Bi ✓ Bi+1 ✓ . . .

and B = [Bi . Any finite set of elements in B is contained in some
BN for some N. Thus, if B was generated by a finite number of
elements, a consequence would have been that B = BN for some N,
which is absurd.
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Proposition

An A-module M is finitely generated if and only if M is isomorphic
to a quotient of a free module �nA for some n > 0.

Proof. Let x1, . . . ,xn generate M. Define f :�nA!M by

f(a1, . . . ,an) = a1x1+ · · ·+anxn. Then M ' (�nA)/ker(f).
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Definition

An A-module M generated by a single element is called cyclic or
monogenic, i.e. M =mA.

Lemma

A cyclic A-module M is isomorphic to A/Ann(M).

Proof. For a cyclic module M =mA we have a defining homomorphism;

f : A!M given by a 7!ma. The kernel of f is the ideal (submodule of A)

Ann(M) and the image is the whole cyclic module, i.e. the map is

surjective and the cokernel vanish.
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Definition

A module M is simple if it contains no non-zero proper submodules.

Proposition

An A-module M is simple if and only if it is cyclic and its
annihilator Ann(M) is a maximal ideal.

Proof.

) Let m 2M be a non-zero element. Then the cyclic submodule mA is
non-zero and if M is simple we must have M =mA, which is cyclic
and by the above lemma M ' A/Ann(M). If there is aproper ideal a
such that Ann(M)✓ a, then a/Ann(M)✓ A/Ann(M)'M. Thus
Ann(M) = a and Ann(M) is maximal.

( Suppose 0 6= N (M ' A/Ann(M), i.e. N ' a/Ann(M) for a proper
ideal a, we then have Ann(M)✓ Ann(N). By maximality of Ann(M)
it follows that Ann(M) = Ann(N) = a\Ann(M), and Ann(M) = a
by maximality of Ann(M). But then N = 0, a contradiction.
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Proposition (Schur’s lemma)

Assume that M and N are two simple A-module that are not
isomorphic. Then HomA(M,N) = 0. If M ' N we have
HomA(M,M) = A/Ann(M).

Proof. If HomA(M,N) 6= 0 there exists a non-trivial A-linear map
r :M ! N. Since M is simple the kernel of r (a submodule) has to be
zero. But N being simple forces the image of r to be all of N. But then r
is injective and surjective, i.e. an isomorphism, a contradiction.

Be the above proposition a simple module M is isomorphic to A/Ann(M).
Thus we have

HomA(M,M) = HomA(A/Ann(M),A/Ann(M))' A/Ann(M)
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Definition

a) A set of elements {mi}i2I in an A-module M is a basis if it
satisfies the two axioms;

i) The set generates M as an A-module.

ii) Any element m 2M is uniquely expressed as a linear
combination of the mi ’s.

b) An A-module F is free if it has a basis.
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Proposition (The Universal Mapping Principle)

Suppose that an A-module F is free and has a basis {fi}i2I , and let
M be another A-module. For any subset {mi}i2I of M indexed by I ,
there is a unique A-linear map f : F !M such that f(fi ) =mi .

Example

An ideal a in the ring A is a free A-module if and only if it is
principal and generated by a non-zero divisor.
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Proposition

Assume that F is a free A-module with basis {fi}i2I . Then there is
an isomorphism between F and the direct sum �i2IA that sends
each basis vector fi to the standard basis vector ei .

Corollary

Any two bases of a free module have the same cardinality. Two free
modules are isomorphic if and only if they possess bases of the same
cardinality.

Definition

The common cardinality of the bases for a free module is called the
rank of the module.
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Proposition (Nakayama’s lemma I)

Every non-zero finitely generated A-module M has a non-zero
simple quotient. In other words, there exists a maximal ideal m and
an A-linear surjection M ! A/m. Equivalently, mM is a proper
submodule of M.

Proof.

1. Assume that M is cyclic, i.e. M ' A/Ann(M). The ideal Ann(M) is
contained in a maximal ideal m inducing a surjective map M ! A/m.

2. Next suppose M is minimally generated by x1, . . . ,xr , r � 2 and
consider the submodule N =< x1, . . . ,xr�1 >. Then the quotient
M/N is non-zero and cyclic, hence have a cyclic quotient.
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Proposition (Nakayama classic)

Let a be an ideal in A contained in the Jacobson radical of A. Let
M be a finitely generated A-module and assume that aM =M.
Then M = 0.

Proof. Assume M 6= 0. By Nakayama I there is a maximal ideal m⇢ A

such that mM is a proper submodule of M. By assumption a⇢m, thus

M = aM ✓mM (M, a contradiction.
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Proposition (Nakayama’s lemma III)

Let M is be a finitely generated A-module. Assume that a is an
ideal contained in the Jacobson radical of A and that N a
submodule of M such that N+aM =M. Then N =M.

Proof. Apply Nakayama classic to the quotient M/N. By assumption a

m 2M lies in aM modulo N. Thus we have M/N = a ·M/N.
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Proposition

Assume that f : N !M is A-linear between two A-modules and
that M is finitely generated. Moreover, let a be an ideal contained
in the Jacobson radical of A. If the induced map
f : N/aN !M/aM is surjective, then f is surjective.

Proof. Let m 2M. By assumption there exists n 2 N and z 2 aM such

that m = f(n)+ z , i.e. M = f(N)+aM. By Nakayama III f(N) =M.
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Proposition

Assume that a⇢ A is an ideal contained in the Jacobson-radical of
A. Let M be a finitely generated A-module and assume that
{mi}i2I are elements in M whose residue classes generate M/aM.
Then the mi ’s generate M.

Proof. Let N be the submodule of M generated by {mi}i2I . By
assumption M = N+aM. By Nakayama III N =M.
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Definition

A sequence of maps of A-modules

M
f�! N

y�! L

is said to be exact if kery = imf .
A short-exact sequence is an exact sequence of A-modules

0!M
f�! N

y�! L! 0

i.e. f is injective, kery = imf and y is surjective.
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Example

1) The direct sum M�N of two A-modules fits naturally into the
short exact sequence

0�! N �! N�M �!M �! 0

called a split exact sequence.

2) For two submodules N and N 0 of M there is an exact sequence

0�! N \N 0 i�! N�N 0
s�! N+N 0 �! 0

where i is the diagonal map and s(x ,y) = x� y .
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The Chinese remainder theorem for two ideals as an exact sequence:

0! a\b! A! A/a�A/b! A/a+b! 0

where the maps in the middle are given by a 7! (a,a) and
(x ,y) 7! x� y .
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Definition

Let f :M ! N be a homomorphism of A-modules. A map
s : N !M is called a right section for f if f �s = IdN , and a left
section if s �f = IdM .

Right section

N

Id
✏✏

s

~~

M
f
// N

M

Id
✏✏

M
f
// N

s
``

Left section
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Proposition (Splitting criterion)

Given a short exact sequence

0!M 0
a�!M

b�!M 00 ! 0

of A-modules. Then the following three statements are equivalent

i) The sequence is split;

ii) The map a has a left section;

iii) The map b has a right section.
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Proof. i) ) ii) and iii): Obvious.

ii) ) i): Let s :M !M 0 be the section, i.e. s �a = IdM 0 . The composite
map e = a �s is an idempotent endomorphism of M;

e2 = (a �s)� (a �s) = a � (s �a)�s = a �s = e

It follows that M = eM� (IdM � e)M. Now m0 = s(a(m0)) and it follows
that a(m0) = a(s(a(m0))) 2 e(M) and e(m) = a �s(m) 2 a(M 0).
Furthermore, b (m� e(m)) = b (m)�b (a(m)) = b (m) and if b (m) = 0,
then m = a(s(m)) = e(m) and m� e(m) = 0. Thus
g(x) = (a�1(e(x)),x�e(x)) is an isomorphism which fits into the diagram

0 // M 0
a

//

=

✏✏

M
b

//

g
✏✏

M 00 //

=

✏✏

0

0 // M 0 // M 0 �M 00 // M 00 // 0

iii) ) i): Similar argument as above.
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The category of A-modules is denoted ModA.

Definition

A functor F : ModA!ModB between two module categories for
two rings A and B is said to be additive if
F (f +y) = F (f)+F (y) for two maps f and y.

Proposition (Additive functors preserve direct sums)

Let A and B be rings and let F : ModA!ModB be an additive
functor. Assume that M 0 and M 00 are submodules of an A-module
M and that a :M ! N is an A-linear map.

i) If M =M 0 �M 00, then F (M) = F (M 0)�F (M 00);

ii) F (a) = F (a)|F (M 0)+F (a)|F (M 00)
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Proof.

1. e :M !M, idempotent, i.e. e � e = e

2. F functor implies F (e)�F (e) = F (e � e) = F (e)

3. IdM = e +(IdM � e) and additivity of F gives
IdF (M) = F (e)+(IdF (M)�F (e)), and

F (M) = F (e)F (M)� (IdF (M)�F (e))F (M)

4. Projection; p :M ! eM and injection i : eM !M, composes
i �p = e.

5. F (e) = F (i)�F (p) implies F (i) : F (eM)! F (e)F (M) is surjective
and injective.

6. Conclude; F (e)F (M) = F (eM).
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We continue the study of exact sequences of modules, focusing on
exactness of hom-functors. Towards the end we state and prove the
Snake Lemma.

5.2-5.4
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Let

0!M 0
a�!M

b�!M 00 ! 0

be a short-exact sequence of A-modules and N any A-module. Then
the sequences

0! HomA(N,M 0)
a⇤�! HomA(N,M

)b⇤�! HomA(N,M 00)

0! HomA(M
00,N)

b ⇤�! HomA(M,N)
)a⇤�! HomA(M

0,N))

are exact. We say that the functors HomA(N,�) and HomA(�,N)
are left-exact functors.
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Proposition (Left exactness I)

Given a sequence

0!M 0
a�!M

b�!M 00

where a is injective and b �a = 0. Then the sequence is exact if
and only if for all A-modules N

0! HomA(N,M 0)
a⇤�! HomA(N,M)

b⇤�! HomA(N,M 00)

is exact.
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Proof.

( Let N = A.

) Let f : N !M 0 and suppose a⇤(f) = a �f = 0. For any x 2 N we
have a(f(x)) = 0. Injectivity of a gives f(x) = 0, showing that a⇤ is
injective.

Next, let y : N !M such that b⇤(y) = b �y = 0, i.e. b (y(x)) = 0.
By exactness there is a unique z 2M 0 with a(z) = y(x). Define
g : N !M 0 by g(x) = z . Then a⇤(g) = y.
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Proposition (Left exactness II)

Given a sequence

M 0
a�!M

b�!M 00 ! 0

where b is surjective and b �a = 0. Then the sequence is exact if
and only if for all A-modules N

0! HomA(M
00,N)

b ⇤�! HomA(M,N)
a⇤�! HomA(M

0,N)

is exact.
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Given an exact sequence

0!M 0
a�!M

b�!M 00 ! 0

Then the sequence

0!HomA(M
00,N)

b ⇤!HomA(M,N)
a⇤!HomA(M

0,N)
d!ExtA(M

00,N)

is exact. The group ExtA(M 00,N) parametrizes (up to isomorphisms
of diagrams) exact sequences

0! N �! E �!M 00 ! 0

for some A-module structure E of the product N⇥M 00.
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Apply the functor HomZ(�,Z/(4)) to the exact sequence

0! Z ·6�! Z�! Z/(6)! 0

We get an exact sequence

0! Z/(2) ·2�! Z/(4) ·2�! Z/(4)! Z/(2)

where we have use that HomZ(Z,Z/(4))' Z/(4)) and
HomZ(Z/(6),Z/(4))' Z/(2)). The two elements of the group
ExtZ(Z/(6),Z/(4))' Z/(2)) correspond to the two exact sequences
(extensions)

0! Z/(4)�! Z/(4)�Z/(6)�! Z/(6)! 0

and
0! Z/(4)�! Z/(24)�! Z/(6)! 0
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Definition

An A-module P is said to be projective if for any surjective map of
A-modules b :M ! N, the induced map

b⇤ : HomA(P ,M)! HomA(P ,N)

is surjective.

P

f=b�f
✏✏

9f

~~

M
b
// N
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Proposition

If F is a free A-module, the functor HomA(F ,�) is exact; in other
words, free modules are projective.

Proof. We must show that if b :M !M 00 is surjective, then b⇤ is
surjective. Let {fi} be a basis for F and f : F !M 00 an A-linear map.

Using the surjectivity of b we can find mi 2M such that b (mi ) = f(fi ).
Now apply the Universal Mapping Theorem to find y : F !M with

y(fi ) =mi . Thus b⇤(y) = f .
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Proposition

An A-module is projective if and only if it is a direct summand in a
free module.

Proof.

) Let P be a projective module and {pi}i2I a generating set for P .
Consider the exact sequence

0! K !
M

i2I
A

f! P ! 0

where a string (ai )i2I is sent to Âi aipi . Because the pi ’s generate P ,
this map is surjective. Since P is projective, the identity map
IdP : P ! P can be lifted to a map s : P !

L
i2I A, i.e. f �s = IdP .

Hence P lies split in
L

i2I A by the Splitting Criterion.

( Let b : M !M 00 be a surjection and let f : P !M 00 be given.
Assume further that P 0 is a complement to P in a free module; that
is, P�P 0 is free. Consider the map P�P 0 !M 00 sending a pair
(x ,y) to f(x). This map can be lifted as P�P 0 is free, and
restricting the lifted map to P yields a lifting of f . 54 / 136
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Example (Projective module which is not free)

Let A= Z/(2)⇥Z/(2) and let M = Z/(2)⇥ (0). M is projective
since A=M�N where N = (0)⇥Z/(2). But M is not free since
any free module must have at least 4 elements and M has only 2.
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1) A sequence of maps of A-modules

· · ·�!Mi+1
di+1�!Mi

di�!Mi�1 �! . . .

such that im(di+1)⇢ ker(di ), or di �di+1 = 0, is called a complex,
denoted M•.

2) The i-th homology group Hi (M•) of the complex M• is defined
as

Hi (M•) = ker(di )/im(di+1)

The complex is acyclic or exact if Hi (M•) = 0 for all i > 0.
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Theorem (Snake Lemma)

Given a diagram

M1
f1
//

a1

✏✏

M2
f2
//

a2

✏✏

M3
//

a3

✏✏

0

0 // N1
y1
// N2

y2
// N3

where the rows are exact and the squares are commutative. Then
there exists a map d : kera3! cokera1 rendering the following
sequence exact

kera2 �! kera3
d�! cokera1 �! cokera2

where the two unmarked maps are the ones induced respectively by
and f2 and y1.
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kera1
//

✏✏

kera2
//

✏✏

kera3

✏✏

M1
f1

//

a1

✏✏

M2
f2

//

a2

✏✏

M3
//

a3

✏✏

0

0 // N1
y1

//

✏✏

N2
y2

//

✏✏

N3

✏✏

cokera1
// cokera2

// cokera3
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x

✏✏

y
f2
//

a2

✏✏

x

a3

✏✏

z
y1
//

✏✏

a2(y) // 0

z

u
f1

//

a1

✏✏

y �y 0
f2
//

a2

✏✏

x�x = 0

a1(u) //

✏✏

a2(y)�a2(y
0)

0
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Theorem (Snake Lemma II)

Given a diagram

0 // M1
f1
//

a1

✏✏

M2
f2
//

a2

✏✏

M3
//

a3

✏✏

0

0 // N1
y1
// N2

y2
// N3

// 0

where the rows are exact and the squares are commutative. Then
the sequence

0! kera1! kera2! kera3
d! cokera1! cokera2! cokera3! 0

is exact.
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Theorem (The five Lemma)

Given a diagram

M0
f0
//

a0

✏✏

M1
f1
//

a1

✏✏

M2
f2
//

a2

✏✏

M3
f3
//

a3

✏✏

M4

a4

✏✏

N0 y0

// N1 y1

// N2 y2

// N3 y3

// N4

where the rows are exact and the squares are commutative. If a1

and a3 are isomorphisms, a0 surjective and a4 injective, then a2 is
an isomorphism.
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Proof. [Five Lemma]

Injectivity: Let x 2M2, a2(x) = 0. Then a3(f2(x)) = 0, and since a3 is an
isomorphism, f2(x) = 0. Thus we can find z 2M1 such that
f1(z) = x . Now y1(a1(z)) = a2(f1(z)) = a2(x) = 0 and
consequently we can find u 2 N0 such that y0(u) = a1(z). But a0 is
surjective, so there is a v 2M0 such that a0(v) = u. But then
a1(f0(v)) = y0(a0(v)) = y0(u) = a1(z). Now a1 is an isomorphism
and it follows that f0(v) = z . But then x = f1(z) = f1(f0(v)) = 0,
and a2 is injective.

Surjectivity: Similar argument.
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In this lecture we study tensor product of modules.

5.3, 6.1-6.6
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Definition (Unversal Property Definition)

The tensor product is a pair consisting of an A-module M⌦AN
together with an A-bilinear map t :M⇥N !M⌦AN that abide by
the following rule:
For any bilinear map b :M⇥N ! L there is a unique A-linear map
g :M⌦N ! L such that b = g � t.

M⇥N

t
✏✏

b

##

M⌦AN
g

// L
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Definition (Construction)

Let F be the free A-module F = AM⇥N on the set M⇥N. Let G be
the submodule of F generated by all elements of one of the two
forms

(ax+a0x 0,y)�a(x ,y)�a0(x 0,y)

(x ,ay +a0y 0,)�a(x ,y)�a0(x ,y 0)

The tensor product M⌦AN is defined as the quotient t : F ! F/G ,
and the residue class of a pair (x ,y) will be denoted by
t(x ,y) = x⌦ y .
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Proposition

The pair t and M⌦AN as constructed above satisfy the universal
property, in other words, they are the tensor product of M and N.

Proof.

1. We already saw that t is bilinear, so we merely have to check the
factorization property.

2. Let b : M⇥N ! L be bilinear. Since F = AM⇥N is a free module on
M⇥N, we may, according to the Universal Mapping Principle for
free modules, define an A-linear map b : F ! L by sending the
basis-elements (x ,y) to the values b (x ,y). Since b is bilinear, this
map vanishes on the submodule G . Consequently it factors through
the quotient F/G =M⌦AN and thus gives the wanted map
g : M⌦AN ! L.

3. Elements shaped like x⌦ y generate the tensor product, and because
the value at x⌦ y of any factorization of b is compelled to be
b (x ,y), the uniqueness of g comes for free.
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An element in the tensor product M⌦AN is a finite sum

r

Â
i=1

aimi ⌦ni

where ai 2 A, and mi ⌦ni 2M⌦AN.

An element of M⌦AN of the form m⌦n is called a decomposable
tensor.
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Notice that the notation x⌦ y is inherently ambiguous unless we
specify the tensor product to which it belongs.
Let M 0 ✓M and N 0 ✓ N. Then it can happen that x⌦ y as an
element of M⌦N is zero whilst x⌦ y as an element of M 0 ⌦N 0 is
non-zero.
For example, take A= Z, M = Z, N = Z/2Z and let M 0 = 2Z and
N 0 = N. Let x be the non-zero element of N and consider 2⌦ x . As
an element of M⌦N it is 0 because 2⌦x = 1⌦2x = 1⌦0 = 0. But
as element of M 0 ⌦N 0 it is non-zero.
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Proposition

The functor �⌦AN is an A-linear functor. It transforms direct sums
into direct sums.

Proposition

Suppose that M, N and L are modules over the ring A. Then we
have the following four canonical isomorphisms:

i) Neutrality; M⌦AA'M;

ii) Symmetry: M⌦AN ' N⌦AM;

iii) Associativity: (M⌦AN)⌦A L'M⌦A (N⌦A L)

iv) Distributivity: (M�N)⌦A L' (M⌦A L)� (N⌦A L).
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Proof. [of i) and iii)]

i) We have a map M⌦AA!M given by m⌦a 7!ma. We also have a
map M !M⌦AA given by m 7!m⌦1, and the two maps are
inverses of each other since ma⌦1 =m⌦a in M⌦AA.

iii) For each element z 2 L the mapping (x ,y) 7! x⌦ y ⌦ z is bilinear in
x and y and induces an A-linear map hz :M⌦N!M⌦N⌦L where
x⌦ y 7! x⌦ (y ⌦ z). Next, consider the mapping (t,z) 7! hz(t) of
(M⌦N)⇥L into M⌦N⌦L. The map is bilinear in t and z and
induces a homomorphism

f : (M⌦N)⌦L!M⌦N⌦L

such that f ((x⌦ y)⌦ z = x⌦ y ⌦ z .
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Proof. [of iii), continue...]
Consider the mapping

M⇥N⇥L! (M⌦N)⌦L

given by (x ,y ,z) 7! (x⌦ y)⌦ z . The map is linear in each variable and
induces a map

g :M⌦N⌦L! (M⌦N)⌦L

given by g(x⌦y ⌦ z) = (x⌦y)⌦ z . The two maps f and g are inverses of

each other.
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Proposition

Let A be a ring. For any two ideals a and b in A it holds true that
A/a⌦AA/b' A/(a+b). In particular, one has A/a⌦AA/b= 0 if
and only if the two ideals a and b are comaximal.

Proof.

1. Sending a pair (x ,y) from A/a⇥A/b to the element xy in A/a+b is
well defined and bilinear; indeed, changing x (resp. y) by a member
of a (resp. b) changes xy by a member of a (resp. b) as well, so the
map is well defined, and as a product clearly depends bilinearily on
the factors. This induces a map A/a⌦AA/b! A/a+b.

2. One the other hand, the tensor product A/a⌦AA/b is a cyclic
A-module generated by 1⌦1 because a⌦b = ab ·1⌦1, and clearly
elements from both the ideals a and b kill it. So A/a⌦AA/b is a
quotient of A/a+b and is thus squeezed between two copies of
A/a+b, by two maps one sending 1 to 1⌦1 and one 1⌦1 to 1.
Hence all three must coincide.
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Proposition

Assume that E and F are free A-modules. Then the tensor product
E ⌦A F is free. More precisely, if {ei}i2I and {fj}j2J are bases for
respectively E and F , the tensors ei ⌦ fj with (i , j) 2 I ⇥J form a
basis for E ⌦A F .
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Proof.

1. We show that the set {ei ⌦ fj}(i ,j)2I⇥J is a basis for the tensor
product E ⌦A F . As already observed, the elements ei ⌦ fj form a
generating set.

2. Denote by ai (x) the i-th coordinate of an element x 2 E relative to
the basis {ei}; that is, x = Âi ai (x)ei . Similarly, let bj (y) be the j-th
coordinate of an element y 2 F . All the ai (x)’s and all the bj (y)’s
depend linearly on their arguments.

3. For each pair of indices µ 2 I and n 2 J the expression aµ(x)bn(y)
depends bilinearly on x and y and therefore (x ,y)! aµ(x)bn(y)
gives a map dµn : E ⌦F ! A. This map vanishes on ei ⌦ fj unless
i = µ and j = n , and takes the value 1 on eµ ⌦ fn .r

4. Apply dµn to a potential dependence relation

Âcij · ei ⌦ fj = 0

to obtain cµn = 0 for every pair µ and n of indices.
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Proposition (Adjointness)

There is a functorial isomorphism

HomA(M⌦AN,L)' HomA(M,HomA(N,L))

where f :M⌦AN ! L corresponds to f 0 :M ! HomA(N,L) given
by f 0(m)(n) = f(m⌦n).
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Proof.

1. The salient point is that HomA(M,HomA(N,L)) is canonically
isomorphic to the space of bilinear maps M⇥N ! L.

2. One may consider members of HomA(M,HomA(N,L)) as being
maps �(x ,y) defined on M⇥N: Assume �(x ,y) is bilinear; when x
is a specified member of M, the corresponding map �(x ,�) from N
to L is given as y 7! �(x ,y).

3. The other way around, when f : M ! HomA(N,L) is given, we put
�(x ,y) = f(x)(y). The required linearities and bilineraties of the
involved maps are immediate to check.

4. By the universal property of the tensor product any such bilinear map
� can be written unambiguously as �(x ,y) = f(x⌦ y) with a linear
map f : M⌦AN ! L.
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Proposition (Right exactness)

Given a ring A and an A-module N. The functor �⌦AN is a right
exact functor.

Proof.

1. Let the exact sequence

M• : M0
a
// M1

b
// M2

// 0

be given; the task is then to show that the sequence

M•⌦AN : M0⌦AN
a⌦IdN

// M1⌦AN
b⌦IdN

// M2⌦AN // 0

is exact. Our tactics will be to apply the principle of left exactness of
the hom-functor twice.

2. We start out by observing that the sequence HomA(M•⌦AN,L)
being exact for every A-module L will be su�cent, and this sequence
appears as the upper line in the following grand diagram.
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0 // Hom(M2⌦N,L)
(b⌦IdN )⇤

//

' q

✏✏

Hom(M1⌦N,L)
(a⌦IdN )⇤

//

' q

✏✏

Hom(M0⌦N,L)

' q

✏✏

0 // Hom(M2 ,Hom(N,L))
b⇤
// Hom(M1 ,Hom(N,L))

a⇤
// Hom(M0 ,Hom(N,L))

3. The next step is to evoke above and replace Hom(M•⌦N,L) with
the complex Hom(M•,Hom(N,L)); the latter is displayed as the
bottom line of the grand diagram. The crux of the proof is that this
latter sequence is exact by the Left Exactness II-proposistion, so once
we know that the two rows in the grand diagram are isomorphic (as
sequences) we are through.

4. But indeed they are, since with the vertical maps being the canonical
isomorphisms from the Adjointness Proposition, the two squares
commute according to the functoriality properties.
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Proposition

Let a⇢ A be an ideal and M and A-module. Then one has a
canonical isomorphism M⌦AA/a'M/aM that sends m⌦a to am.

Proof. The starting point is the exact sequence

0 // a // A // A/a // 0,

which when tensorized by M, yields the exact sequence

a⌦AM
a
// M // M⌦AA/a // 0,

because the tensor product is right exact. The map a sends a⌦ x to ax ,

hence its image is equal to aM, and we are done.
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Proposition

Let a 2 A and assume that M and N are A-modules such that M is
divisible by a and a 2 AnnN, then M⌦AN = 0

Proof. Every x 2M is of the form ax 0 for some x 0 2M, so that

x⌦ y = ax 0 ⌦ y = x 0 ⌦ay = 0, and as the decomposable tensors generate

M⌦AN, we are through.
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Proposition (Transitivity)

Assume that B is an A-algebra and C is a B-algebra. Then there is
a canonical isomorphism (M⌦AB)⌦B C 'M⌦AC as C -modules.

Proof. The short descriptions of the pair of inverse maps are

m⌦ x⌦ y 7!m⌦ xy and m⌦ z 7!m⌦1⌦ z . By the principles of bi- and

tri-linearity both extend to maps between the tensor products, and acting

as mutually inverses on decomposable tensors, they are mutually

inverse.
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Proposition

Let B be an A-algebra and M and N two A-modules. Then there is
a canonical isomorphism of B-modules

(M⌦AN)⌦AB ' (M⌦AB)⌦B (N⌦AB)

In other words, the functor �⌦AB takes tensor products into
tensor products.

Proof. Two mutually inverse B-module homomorphisms are defined by
the assignments

x⌦ y ⌦b 7! x⌦1⌦ y ⌦b

x⌦ y ⌦bb0  [ x⌦b⌦ y ⌦b0

of decomposable tensors. The obey respectively a tri-linear and a

quadri-linear requirement and thereby define genuine maps between the

modules.
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Proposition (Adjointness)

Given an A-algebra B , an A-module M and a B-module N.Then
there is a canonical isomorphism

HomB(M⌦AB ,N)' HomA(M,NA)

where NA is N considered as an A-module via A! B .
Proof.

1. The map from the left hand side to the right hand side sends a given
B-linear map f : M⌦AB ! N to f(x⌦1), which is A-linear in x .

2. To define a map the other way, let f : M ! NA be A-linear. The
expression y(x⌦b) = bf(x) is A-bilinear in b and x and by the
universal property of the tensor product, it extends to an A-linear
map y : M⌦AB ! N, which turns out to be B-linear:

y(b0 · x⌦b) = y(x⌦bb0) = bb0f(x) = b0 ·y(x⌦b).

3. The two maps are mutually inverses.
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The topic of this lecture is localization of rings and modules, after
finishing the chapter on tensor products.

6.5-6.6, 7.1-7.3
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Proposition

Given a ring C and two C -algebras A and B . Then there is a unique
C -algebra structure on A⌦C B whose product on decomposable
tensors satisfies a⌦b ·a0 ⌦b0 = aa0 ⌦bb0.

A

iA
##

hA

))C

??

��

A⌦C B
9!h

// D

B

iB
;;

hB

55
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Lemma

Let A be a ring and B be an A-algebra. Then the following equality
holds true

A[x1, . . . ,xr ]⌦AB = B[x1, . . . ,xr ]

Proof. Considered as A-module, the polynomial ring A[x1, . . . ,xr ] is free,

and the monomials xa , with a running through all multi-indices, form a

basis. The same holds for B[x1, . . . ,xr ]; the monomials xa form a B-basis.

The lemma then follows since these monomials correspond.
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Lemma

Assume given two A-modules N and M a sequence of elements
x1, . . . ,xr from N and a sequence of elements y1, . . . ,yr from M.
Assume further that Â1ir xi ⌦ yi = 0 in N⌦AM. Then one may
find finitely generated modules N0 ✓ N containing the xi ’s and
M0 ✓M containing the yi ’s, so that the relation Âi xi ⌦ yi = 0
already holds in N0⌦AM0.

Proof. Saying that the relation Âi xi ⌦ yi = 0 holds in N⌦AM is to say

that the element Âi (xi ,yi ) in AN⇥M belongs to the submodule G which

we divided out in the construction of the tensor product. As such it can be

expanded as a finite combination of the generators of G . Letting N0 (resp.

M0) be the submodule of N (resp. M) generated by the xi ’s (resp. the

yi ’s) and the finite number of x ’s (resp. y ’s) that appear in such an

expansion, it follows that Âi xi ⌦ yi = 0 in N0⌦AM0.
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Definition

An A-module M is flat if the functor �⌦AM is exact.

Proposition

Let A be a ring and M an A-module. Then the following three
statements are equivalent

i) M is flat;

ii) For all injective maps f : N ! N 0 the map
f ⌦ IdM : N⌦AM ! N 0 ⌦AM is injective;

iii) For all injective maps f : N ! N 0 between finitely generated
A-modules, the map f ⌦ IdM : N⌦AM ! N 0 ⌦AM is injective;
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Proof.

i), ii) By definition and right exactness.

ii)( iii) Obvious.

iii)( ii) Assume that f : N ! N 0 is injective and that
x = Â1ir xi ⌦ yi 2 N⌦AM maps to zero in N 0 ⌦AM; that is, the
relation Âi f(xi )⌦ yi = 0 holds in N 0 ⌦AM. We shall replace N and
N 0 with appropriate finitely generated modules.

The substitute for N is easy, the submodule generated by the xi ’s
(which are finite in number) will do, so henceforth we may assume
that N is finitely generated. To find a replacement of N 0 we know
from the above lemma that we can find finitely generated submodules
N 00 ✓ N 0 and M0 ✓M such that Âi f(xi )⌦ yi = 0 in N 00⌦AM0. Now,
clearly N 01 = N 00+f(N) is a finitely generated submodule of N 0 in
which f takes values, and moreover, by construction,
Âi f(xi )⌦ yi = 0 in N 01⌦ [A]M. By assumption assertion holds, and
we may infer that Âi xi ⌦ yi = 0, and we are done.
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Proposition

The A-module M is flat if and only if a⌦AM ' aM for all ideals a.
Moreover, it su�ces to consider ideals that are finitely generated.

Example

Let a✓ A be an ideal. Then A/a is flat over A if and only if a2 = a.
In fact, using the above proposition we have that A/a is flat over A
if and only if b⌦AA/a' b/a for all ideals b✓ A. Let b= a= a2.
Then b/a= a/a= 0 and

b⌦AA/a= a2⌦AA/a= a⌦A aA/a= 0

On the other hand, if b= a2 and b⌦AA/a' b/a, it follows that
a2/a= 0, i.e. a= a2.
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Example

The Z-module Z/(n) is not flat. In fact, the map

n : Z�! Z, x 7! nx

is injective, but tensoring by Z/(n) gives the zero map between
non-zero modules, which is not an injection.
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Definition

A subset S of a ring A is said to be multiplicatively closed, or for
short a multiplicative set, if it contains the unit element and the
product of any two elements from S belongs to S . That is, the
following two conditions are satisfied

i) 1 2 S ;

ii) If s, t 2 S , then st 2 S .
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Example

1. The set of all powers a of an element in A; that is, the set
S = {an |n 2 N0}, obviously is multiplicatively closed.

2. The complement S = A\p of any prime ideal p in A is
multiplicatively closed;

3. It is fairly clear that the intersection of any family of
multiplicatively closed sets is multiplicatively closed, and one
may therefore speak about the the multiplicative set
generated by a subset T of A.

4. An occasionally useful multiplicatively set is the set S = 1+a
where a is an ideal in A.
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Definition (Construction)

1. Cartesian product A⇥S , first factor representing possible
enumerators, second factor denominators.

2. Introduce an equivalence relation on A⇥S : (a,u)⇠ (b, t) if
there exists s 2 S such that s(at�bu) = 0. Reflexive and
symmetric: obvious. Transitive: Suppose (a,u)⇠ (b, t) and
(b, t)⇠ (c ,v) and s(at�bu) = s 0(bv � ct) = 0. Then

ss 0t(av � cu) = ss 0tav � ss 0tcu

= ss 0tav � ss 0buv + ss 0buv � ss 0tcu

= s 0v(s(at�bu))+ su(s 0(bv � tc)) = 0

where ss 0t 2 S .

3. Let S�1A be the set of equivalence classes A⇥S/⇠, and
denote by a/s or as�1 the class of the pair (a,s).
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Definition (Construction, continue ...)

4. Give a ring structure to S�1A

a/s+b/t = (at+bs)/st a/s ·b/t = ab/st.

5. Sum and product are well defined; (a,s)⇠ (a0,s 0); i.e.
u(as 0 �a0s) = 0 for some u 2 S . We find

s 0t(at+bs)� st(a0t+bs 0) = t2(s 0a�a0s)

which is killed by u.

6. The localization map iS is nothing but the canonical map
iS : A! S�1A that sends an element a in A to the class of the
pair (a,1); that is, a is mapped to the fraction a/1.
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Proposition

All elements in S�1A are of the form a/s. It holds true that
iS(a) = 0 if and only if a is killed by some element from S ; i. e. if
and only if there is an s 2 S such that sa= 0.

Proof. By definition, every element in S�1A is an equivalence class a/s.

The zero element in S�1A is represented by the pair (0,1) and iS(a) by
the pair (a,1). Hence iS(a) = 0 if and only if s · (a ·1�0 ·1) = 0 for an

s 2 S ; that is, if and only if s ·a= 0 for an s 2 S .
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Proposition (Universal property)

Let A be a ring and S ⇢ A a multiplicative subset. Assume given a
ring map f : A! B that sends S into the group of units in B . Then
there is a unique map of rings y : S�1A! B so that f = y � iS .

Proof. The sole way of realizing a ring map y : S�1A! B extending f is
to put

y(a/s) = f(a) ·f(s)�1,
and the gist of the proof is that this is a legitimate definition, i.e. such
that f(a) ·f(s)�1 is independent of the chosen representative (a,s). But
from a/s = a0/s 0 ensues that t · (as 0 � sa0) = 0 for an element t 2 S , and
hence, since f is map of rings, that

f(t) ·
�
f(a) ·f(s 0)�f(a0) ·f(s)

�
= 0.

The element f(t) is invertible by assumption, and we conclude that

f(a) ·f(s)�1 = f(a0) ·f(s 0)�1. That f = y � iS is trivial, and that y is a

homomorphism follows directly from and the usual formulas for products

and sums of fractions.
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As any other objects characterised by a universal property, the pair
iS and S�1A is unique up to an unambiguous isomorphism; if
i 0S : A! S�1A0 solves the same universal problem, one has
i 0S = y � iS for a unique y : S�1A! S�1A0.

A
iA
//

i 0A
""

S�1A

9!y
✏✏

S�1A0
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Example

1. We have not excluded that 0 lies in S . In this case however, the
localized ring will be the null-ring since 0 becomes invertible.
This situation occurs e.g. when S has nilpotent members.

2. Let R = Z/(p), where p is a prime number. Let S = R \{0}.
Then S�1R = R .

3. For a domain A and a multiplicative set S , the map
iS : A! S�1A is an inclusion.
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Proposition (Ideals in localizations)

The extension map from I (A) to I (S�1A) given by a 7! S�1a is
surjective. It preserves inclusions, products, sums and finite
intersections. One has

i�1S (S�1a) = {a 2 A |sa 2 a for some s 2 S}

and for ideals b✓ S�1A it holds true that b= S�1(i�1S b).

Proof. [Preservation of finite intersection]

1. Clearly S�1(a\a0)⇢ S�1a\S�1a0.

2. So assume that b 2 S�1a\S�1a0. One may then express b as
b = a/s = a0/s 0 with elements a and a0 from respectively a and a0.
This yields t(a · s 0 �a0 · s) = 0 for some t 2 S . But then
tsa0 = ts 0a 2 a\a0 and consequently b = tsa0/tss 0 lies in S�1(a\a0).
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Proposition (Prime ideals in localizations)

Assume that p is a prime ideal in the ring A and S a multiplicative
subset of A. Extending p to the localization S�1A has two possible
outcomes. Either S�1p= S�1A, and this occurs if and only if
p\S 6= /0, or otherwise S�1p is a prime ideal and i�1S (S�1p) = p.

Proof.

1. If S \p 6= /0 the ideal p blows up to the entire ring in S�1A; that is, it
holds that S�1p= S�1A.

2. If not, S�1p is a prime ideal; indeed, suppose that bb0 2 S�1p and
that b = a/s and b0 = a0/s 0 with a,a0 2 A and s,s 0 2 S . We infer that
tss 0bb0 = taa0 2 p for some t 2 S , and hence either a or a0 lies in p
since t does not.

3.) Moreover, if iS(a) = a0s�1 for some a0 2 p, if follows that
sta= ta0 2 p, hence a 2 p since p is a prime ideal.
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Proposition

Let a be an ideal in A and S ⇢ A a multiplicative set. Then it holds
true that p

S�1a= S�1
p
a

Proof.

1. If xs�1 2 S�1
p
a with xn 2 a and s 2 S , it holds that

(xs�1)n = xns�n 2 S�1a, and so xs�1 lies in
p
S�1a.

2. For the other inclusion, assume that xs�1 2
p
S�1a, which means

that for some natural number n it holds that (xs�1)n = at�1 with
t 2 S and a 2 a. Hence (xt)n = snatn�1 2 a, and consequently
x 2 S�1

p
a.
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Proposition (Local ring at a prime ideal)

The localisation Ap is a local ring with maximal ideal pAp. The
assignment p 7! qAp is a one-to-one correspondence between prime
ideals in Ap and prime ideals q in A, contained in p. The inverse
correspondence is the pull-back p 7! i�1S (p).

Proof. See the proposition about Prime ideals in localizations above.
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Let f 2 A. The set S = {f n |n 2 N0} of all powers of f is
multiplicatively closed, and the corresponding ring fractions S�1A is
denoted Af . The prime ideals in Af are exactly those of the form
pAf for p a prime ideal in A with f 62 p.

There is a natural isomorphism between A[x ]/(xf �1) and Af that
sends x to f �1. By the universal mapping property of the polynomial
ring the map is well defined, and f being invertibel in A[x ]/(xf �1),
the unversal property of Af furnishes an inverse. This makes the
notation A[f �1] for Af legitimate; the usage is however poisonous
when f is a zero-divisor. Adding f �1 kills, and in case f is nilpotent,
the intoxication is lethal; everything is killed and A[f �1] = 0.
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Definition

Every domain is contained in a field K (A) canonically attached to A,
which in some sense is the smallest field containing A. It is called
the field of fractions of A and is constructed as the localisation
⌃�1A in the set of non-zero elements in A.

The field K (A) is the smallest field containing A in the sense that if
A⇢ L with L a field, the universal property of a localisation
furnishes a map of K (A) into L whose image is a copy of K (A)
lying between A and L.

Example

1. K (Z) =Q
2. K (C[x1, . . . ,xr ]) = C(x1, . . . ,xr ) of rational functions in the

variables x1, . . . ,xr .
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Definition (Construction of localization of a module)

1. Cartesian product M⇥S , first factor representing possible
enumerators, second factor denominators.

2. Introduce an equivalence relation on M⇥S : (m,u)⇠ (n, t) if
there exists s 2 S such that s(mt�nu) = 0.

3. Let S�1M be the set of equivalence classes M⇥S/⇠, and
denote by m/s or ms�1 the class of the pair (m,s).

4. Give a ring structure to S�1M with well defined addition and
multiplication,

m/s+n/t = (mt+ns)/st m/s ·n/t =mn/st.

5. The localization map iS : A! S�1A is nothing but the
canonical map that sends an element m in M to the class of
the pair (m,1); that is, m is mapped to the fraction m/1.
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Proposition

The localization S�1M is an S�1A-module, and the map
iS :M ! S�1M is A-linear. Every element of S�1M is of the form
m/s and two such, m/s and m0/s 0, are equal precisely when
ts 0m = tsm0 for some t 2 S . The kernel of iS consists of the
elements m in M killed by some member of S ; that is,

ker(iS) = {m 2M | tm = 0 for some t 2 S}
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Lemma

Given two A-modules M and N and an A-linear map f : M ! N.
Sending xs�1 to f(x)s�1 gives an S�1A-linear map between the
localized modules S�1M and S�1N; that is, a map
S�1f : S�1M ! S�1N.

Proof. A formal definition starts with the map (x ,s)! (f(x),s) between
the Cartesian products, and the salient point is that this respects the

equivalence relations of the above construction. Indeed, a relation like

t(xs 0 � x 0s) = 0 leads to the relation t(f(x)s 0 �f(x 0)s) = 0 because f is

A-linear. Thus f(x)s�1 does not depend on the choice of representatives,

and xs�1 7! f(x)s�1 is a legitimate definition.
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Proposition

Let A be a ring and S a multiplicative subset of A. The localization
functor S�1 is additive and exact.

Proof. [Exactness] We have to show that for an exact sequence

N
y
// M

f
// L

the sequence

S�1N
S�1y

// S�1M
S�1f

// S�1L

is exact, i.e. checking that kerS�1f = imS�1y. T

Pick an element xs�1 in the kernel of S�1f . This means that f(x)s�1 = 0,

hence tf(x) = 0 for some t 2 S . But then tx 2 kerf , and since the

sequence is exact, there is an element y in N such that y(y) = tx . But

then we have S�1y(ys�1t�1) = y(y)s�1t�1 = xs�1, and we are

through.
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Proposition

Let A be a ring and S a multiplicative set in A. Let N, N 0 and Ni

be submodules of the A-module M. Then the following properties
hold true:

1) S�1(M/N)' S�1M/S�1N

2) S�1 Âi Ni = Âi S
�1Ni ;

3) S�1(N \N 0) = S�1N \S�1N 0;
4) S�1

L
i2I Mi '

L
i2I S

�1Mi ;

5) Assume that M is finitely generated, then
(N 0 : N)S�1A= (S�1N 0 : S�1N).
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Proof.

1) By exactness of localization the map S�1M ! S�1(M/N) is
surjective, and the kernel is precisely S�1N.

2) Observe that it ensues from the inclusion Ni ⇢ Âi Ni that
S�1Ni ⇢ S�1 Âi Ni , hence one has Âi S

�1Ni ⇢ S�1 Âi Ni . Any
element in S�1 Âi Ni is of the form (Âi xi )s

�1 with merely
finitely many of the xi ’s being non-zero, which obviously lies in
Âi S

�1Ni .

3) Evidently S�1(N \N 0)⇢ S�1N \S�1N 0, and the second
assertion follows because if y 2 S�1N \S�1N 0 we have
y = n/s = n0/s 0 with n 2 N and n0 2 N 0 and s,s 0 2 S , which
means that ts 0n = tsn0 for some t 2 S . Putting x = ts 0n = tsn0,
we infer that x 2 N \N 0 and y = x/tss 0 2 S�1(N \N 0).

4) A direct consequence of the two previous.
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Proof. [Continued]

5) Let m1, . . . ,mr generate N. They also generate the localized module
S�1N over S�1A. Consider the A-linear mapping

µ : A
µ
//

L
i M/N 0

that sends a 2 A to the sequence (am1, . . . ,amr ) (mod N 0) and with
kernel (N 0 : N) = {a 2 A |aN ⇢ N 0} satisfying
(N 0 : N) =

T
i (N

0 : Ami ) and setting up an exact sequence

0 // (N 0 : N) // A
µ
//

L
1ir M/N 0.

Localization is exact and commutes with direct sums, thus

0 // S�1(N 0 : N) // S�1A
S�1µ

//

L
1ir S

�1M/S�1N 0 ,

where S�1µ(a) = (am1, . . . ,amr ). Since the mi ’s generate S�1N, it
holds that ker(S�1µ) = (S�1N 0 : S�1N), and the equality
S�1(N 0 : N) = (S�1N 0 : S�1N) follows.
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Corollary

Assume that A is a ring with a multiplicative set S and that M is an
A-module. Then

i) For any element m 2M it holds true that
S�1(0 : Am) = (0 : S�1Am);

ii) If M is finitely generated, one has S�1Ann(M) = Ann(S�1M).

Proof. Follows from 5. in the proposition when N =M and N 0 = 0 in

which case (N 0 : N) = Ann(M), and the case when N 0 = 0 and N is

generated by a single element m.
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We continue to study localizations.

7.3-7.5
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Proposition

The map  :M⌦A S�1A! S�1M that sends m⌦as�1 to am · s�1
is an isomorphism.

Proof. The crux of the poof is that the tensor product M⌦A S�1A is one

of the rare instances that all elements are decomposable; that is, they are

all of the form m⌦ s�1 with m 2M and s 2 S . Granted this, if m⌦ s�1 is

mapped to zero, the element m is annihilated by some t from S . But then

m⌦ s�1 = tm⌦ s�1t�1 = 0. So the map  is injective, and it obviously

also is surjective.

A priori an element from M⌦S�1A is of the shape Â1ir mi ⌦ai s
�1
i with ai 2 A and si 2 S . Moving the ai

through the tensor product, we we may bring it on the form Âi mi ⌦ s�1i . The trick is now to let s = s1 · · ·sr and

ti = ss�1i = s1 . . .si . . .sr , and with this we find

x = Â
i
mi ti ⌦ s�1 = (Â

i
mi ti )⌦ s�1 =m⌦ s�1 ,

with m= Âi mi ti .
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Proposition

Let M and N be two A-modules and S a multiplicative set in A.
Then there is a canonical isomorphism

S�1(M⌦AN)' S�1M⌦S�1A S
�1N

Proof. Using that base change functors preserve tensor products combined

with the proposition above, yields that the localization process preserves

tensor product:
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Proposition

Let M and N be two A-modules and S a multiplicative set in A.
Assume that M is of finite presentation. Then the canonical map

S�1HomA(M,N)
'�! HomS�1A(S

�1M,S�1N)

induced by sending f to S�1f is an isomorphism.

When it comes to hom-sets, the behaviour is rather nice, at least for
modules of finite presentation. In general, sending an A-linear map
f between two A-modules M and N to the localized map S�1f is
an A-linear map HomA(M,N)! HomS�1A(S

�1M,S�1N). By the
universal property of localization it extends to a map
S�1HomA(M,N)! HomS�1A(S

�1M,S�1N); and in case M is of
finite presentation, this map is an isomorphism:
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Proof.

1. Recall that both localization and the hom-functors are additive
functors, hence the proposition holds true whenever M is a free
A-module of finite rank n; indeed, one finds

S�1HomA(nA,N)' nS�1N ' HomS�1A(S
�1M,S�1N)

where the isomorphisms are the natural ones.

2. Since M is assumed to be of finite presentation, we have

mA
y
// nA

p
// M // 0,

with m,n 2 N and where y and p are A-linear maps.

3. Consider the diagram

0 // S�1HomA(M,N) //

✏✏

S�1HomA(nA,N) //

✏✏

S�1HomA(mA,N)

✏✏

0 // HomS�1A(S
�1M,S�1N) // HomS�1A(nS

�1A,S�1N) // HomS�1A(mS�1A,S�1N)
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Proof.

4. The upper sequence is obtained from the above exact sequence by
applying S�1HomA(�,N) to it and is therefore exact by left
exactness of hom-functors and exactness of the localization functor.

5. The bottom sequence comes from the same sequence with the
functor HomS�1(S

�1(�),S�1N) applied to it. It is exact for the
same reasons as the upper one is.

6. The vertical maps are the canonical maps induced by sending maps f
to S�1f , and it is a matter of simple verification that the squares
commute.

7. Now, the final point is that the two rightmost maps are isomorphisms
by paragraph 1 of the proof, and then the Five Lemma tells us that
the third map is an isomorphisms as well, which is precisely what we
aim at proving!
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Definition

A property of modules, call it P , is said to be a local property if all
the localizations Mp at prime ideals have P if and only if that the
module M itself has P . Equally well, one may speak about local
properties of homomorphisms of modules: Such a property P is local,
if a map f :M ! N has P whenever all localizations fp have P .

Lemma (Locally non-zero)

Let M be an A-module and x and element in M. Assume that p is a
prime ideal in A. Then x does not map to zero in Mp if and only if
Ann(x)⇢ p.

Proof. The module Mp is M localized in the multiplicative set S = A\p.
Recall that the image of x in Mp being zero is equivalent to x being killed

by an element in S ; that is, by an element belonging to Ann(x) but not to

p.
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Proposition (Being zero is a local property)

Let M be an A-module. Then the following are equivalent:

i) M = 0

ii) Mm = 0 for all maximal ideals m in A

iii) Mp = 0 for all prime ideals p in A

Proof.

i)) iii) : Obvious; localizing the zero module yields the zero module.

iii) ) ii) : Maximal ideals are prime.

ii) ! i) : Assume that M 6= 0 and let x be a non-zero element in M. The
annihilator Ann(x) of x is then a proper ideal and is contained in a
maximal ideal m. By the Locally Non-zero Lemma, the image of x in
Mm is non-zero and a fortiori Mm is non-zero.
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Corollary (Being injective or surjective is a local property)

Let M and N be two A-modules. Then the following are equivalent:

i) The A-linear map f :M ! N is injective (respectively
surjective).

ii) fm :Mm! Nm is injective (respectively surjective) for all
maximal ideals m in A

iii) fp :Mp! Np is injective (respectively surjective) for all prime
ideals p in A

Proof. Localization is an exact functor, so (kerf)m = ker(fm) for every
maximal (respectively prime) ideal m, and the proposition above tells us

that kerf = 0 if and only if kerfm = 0 for all m. This takes care of the part

about injectivity, for the surjectivity part, one replace kerf by cokerf .
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Corollary (Being an isomorphism is a local property)

Let M and N be two A-modules. Then the following are equivalent:

i) The A-linear map f :M ! N is an isomorphism.

ii) fm :Mm! Nm is an isomorphism for all maximal ideals m in A

iii) fp :Mp! Np is an isomorphism for all prime ideals p in A
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Proposition (Flatness is a local property)

An A-module M is flat over A if and only if Mp is flat over Ap for
every prime ideal p 2 Spec(A).

Proof.

1. We check that an A-module M is flat over A if Mp is flat over Ap for
all p 2 SpecA. So let

0 // N
f
// N 0

be an injection. We are to prove that f ⌦A (IdM) is injective.
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Proof. [Continue..]
2. For any A-module L and any prime ideal p it holds

(L⌦AM)p = Lp⌦Ap Mp and for any module homomorphism f
one has (f ⌦A IdM)p = fp⌦Ap IdMp . Hence the to maps

0 // (N⌦AM)p
(f⌦IdM)p

// (N 0 ⌦AM)p

and

0 // Np⌦Ap Mp

fp⌦Ap IdMp
// N 0p⌦Ap Mp

coincide. The latter is obtained from the above sequence by the
two step process of first localizing in p, which is exact, and
subsequently tensorizing by Mp which also is exact since Mp is
assumed to be flat. The upper map is therefore injective, and
since injectivity is a local property of homomorphisms, we are
through.
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Since prime ideals p such that Mp = 0 are insignificant in the
local–to–global process, it is very natural to introduce the subset
Supp(M) of Spec(A) consisting of the prime ideals p so that Mp 6= 0.

Definition

The subset
Supp(M) = {p 2 Spec(A) |Mp 6= 0}.

is called the support of M.
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For a cyclic module M = A/a the support coincides with the closed
set V (a) associated with the ideal a. In fact, a prime ideal p belongs
to V (a) precisely when (A/a)p 6= 0,
This observation may be generalized to finitely generated modules.
Any such module has a support which is a closed subset of Spec(A):
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Proposition

If M is finitely generated A-module, the support Supp(M) equals
the closed subset V (Ann(M)) of Spec(A); that is, it consists of the
prime ideals p containing Ann(M).

Proof.

1. Our task is to show that Mp 6= 0 if and only if Ann(M)✓ p, or
equivalently, that Mp = 0 if and only if Ann(M) 6⇢ p.

2. In case an element a 2 A kills M and does not belong to p, it holds
true that Mp = 0 because a becomes invertible in Ap; this takes care
of the if part of the proof.

3. To attack the only if part, assume that Mp = 0, and let x1, . . . ,xr be
generators of M. By the Locally Non-zero Lemma , there is for each
of the xi ’s an element si killing xi , but not lying in p. The product s
of the si ’s clearly kills M, and it does not belong to the prime ideal p
since none of the si ’s does, and hence Ann(M) is not contained in p.
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The hypothesis that M be finitely generated was used only in the
last part of the proof above, and it holds true for a general module
M that Supp(M)⇢ V (Ann(M)). The other inclusion may however
fail when M is not finitely generated, but from Mp 6= 0 follows that
Mq 6= 0 whenever q◆ p. Indeed, if Ann(x)⇢ p, it obviously holds
that Ann(x)⇢ q, and an element x mapping to a non-zero element
in Mp maps to a non-zero element in Mq. We have thus established

Proposition

Let M be an A-module. The support of M is closed under
specialization; that is, for each prime ideal p 2 Supp(M) it holds
true that V (p)⇢ Supp(M).
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Example

As already observed, the support of a cyclic module A/a equals the
closed set V (a).

Example

An example of the failure for “large modules” of the support being
the closed set defined by the annihilator, can be the Z-module
Zp• = Z[p�1]/Z, where p is a prime. Each element of Zp• is the
class of a rational number of the form x = a/pr with a prime to p.
Since yx 2 Z if and only if y is divisible by pr , one has
Ann(x) = (pr ), and from the lemma above it follows that
Supp(Zp•) = (p). Even though every element of Zp• is killed by a
power of p, the annihilator of Zp• reduces to the zero ideal because
no power of p kills the entire module Zp• (a power pr kills the class
of p�n only if n  r). This shows that Supp(Zp•), although being
closed, di↵ers from V (Ann(Zp•)).
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Example

The support of a module is not always a closed subset of SpecA.
Take any infinite sequence of primes pi which does not including all
primes—for instance, every second prime—and consider the module
M =

L
i Z/piZ. The support of M is the infinite subset (pi ). The

only infinite closed subset of Spec(Z) being the entire spectrum, this
set is not closed.
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Proposition

Assume that

0 // N // M // L // 0

is an exact sequence of A-modules. Then
Supp(M) = Supp(N)[Supp(L).

Proof. The proposition follows immediately from the localization functor
being exact. For each prime p the localized sequence

0 // Np
// Mp

// Lp // 0

is exact, and the middle module vanishes if and only if the two extreme

ones do.
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Lemma

Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and let M and N be two
finitely generated A-modules. Then M⌦AN = 0 if and only if either
N = 0 or M = 0.

Proof. The proof is an application of Nakayama’s lemma. Let k = A/m be
the residue class field of A. Assume that both N and M are non-zero.
Nakayama’s lemma then ensures that both N⌦A k and M⌦A k are
non-zero, and since base change respects tensor products, one has

(M⌦AN)⌦A k = (M⌦A k)⌦k (N⌦A k).

The tensor product of two non-zero vector spaces being non-zero.
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Proposition

Let M and N be two finitely generated A-modules. Then

Supp(M⌦AN) = Supp(N)\Supp(M)

Proof. The localized modules Np and Mp are finitely generated over Ap

whenever M and N are finitely generated over A, and in view of the
isomorphism

(M⌦AN)p ⌘Mp⌦Ap Np,

the proposition then follows from the above lemma.
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Example

The proposition may fail when one of the factors is not finitely
generated. For instance, if one factor equals the fraction field K of a
domain A and the other is of the form A/a where a is a non-trivial
proper ideal, it holds true that A/a⌦AK = 0; hence
Supp(A/a⌦AK ) = /0, but the fraction field K is of global support
i.e. one has Kp = K for all p 2 Spec(A)) so that

Supp(K )\Supp(A/a) = V (a)

which is non-empty.
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A list of commutation rules for �, ⌦, Hom, exactness and localizations:

⇤ (M�N)⌦L' (M⌦L)� (N⌦L)

⇤ Hom(M�N,�)' Hom(M,�)�Hom(N,�)

⇤ Hom(�,M�N)' Hom(�,M)�Hom(�,N

⇤ HomA(M⌦AN,L)' HomA(M,HomA(N,L))

⇤ Hom(�,P){N ,!M ⇣ L}'
{Hom(L,P) ,! Hom(M,P)!Hom(N,P)}

⇤ Hom(P ,�){N ,!M ⇣ L}'
{Hom(P ,N)!Hom(P ,M)⇣ Hom(P ,L)}

⇤ S�1(M�N)' S�1M�S�1N

⇤ S�1(M⌦AN)' S�1M⌦S�1A S
�1N

⇤ S�1HomA(M,N)' HomS�1A(S
�1M,S�1N) (M finitely presented)

⇤ S�1{N ,!M ⇣ L}' {S�1N ,! S�1M ⇣ S1L}
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